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NM-D775BLACK(PLUS)
Desk mount for 1 (ultrawide/curved) screen

With the Neomounts Select NM-D775BLACK and NM-D775BLACKPLUS
monitor arm you can easily attach a monitor to the desk, using a top-fi x 
desk clamp or grommet.

The NM-D775BLACK mounts are designed for fl at screens up to 32″ 
and have a maximum weight capacity of 16 kg. The NM-D775BLACKPLUS
mounts are specifi cally designed for ultrawide/curved monitors up to 
49” and have a higher total weight capacity up to 18 kg. They feature a 
strengthened head for curved and ultrawide screens. 

Thanks to Neomounts unique tilt (90°), rotate (180°) and swivel technology 
(180°/360°), the mounts can be adjusted to any viewing angle to optimal 
benefi t from the possibilities of the screen. Additionally, the desk mounts 
feature the nifty 180° stop mechanism, that allows you to safely adjust the 
mount even when it’s placed close to a wall or separation panel, without 
making contact with the wall. 

The mounts can be easily adjusted in height up to 59 cm, due to the gas 
spring and can also be adjusted in depth from 0 to 63 cm.

An unique cable management system routes and hides the cables from the 
mount to the screen. The NM-D775BLACK(PLUS) desk mounts are ideal 
for the use in offi ces, on counters and in reception areas 

10-32″
10-49″ [PLUS]

Depth: 0-63 cm

+45° | -45° Quick-release VESA

8717371447205
8717371447809 [PLUS]

360°

Top-fi x 
clamp/grommet

75x75 - 100x100 mm

Gas spring

1-16 kg
1-18 kg [PLUS] 180°

180° stop mechanism

NM-D775BLACK(PLUS)

NM-D775SILVER(PLUS)

ALSO AVAILABLE:

NM-D775WHITE(PLUS)

Compatible with ultrawide/curved screens NM-D775BLACK

Including:   Top-fi x 
clamp

Top-fi x 
grommet

Including:   Top-fi x Top-fi x 
clamp

NM-D775BLACKPLUS

Height:  27-60 cm Cable management

180º stop
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NM-D775DXBLACK
Desk mount for 2 screens

With the Neomounts Select NM-D775DXBLACK monitor arm you can easily 
attach a monitor to the desk, using a top-fi x desk clamp or grommet.

The NM-D775DXBLACK mounts are designed for fl at screens up to 32″ and 
have a maximum weight capacity of 8 kg per screen. 

Thanks to Neomounts unique tilt (20°), rotate (360°) and swivel technology 
(180°/360°), the mounts can be adjusted to any viewing angle to optimal 
benefi t from the possibilities of the screen. Additionally, the desk mounts 
feature the nifty 180° stop mechanism, that allows you to safely adjust the 
mount even when it’s placed close to a wall or separation panel, without 
making contact with the wall. The mounts can be easily adjusted in height 
up to 60 cm, due to the gas spring and can also be adjusted in depth from 
0 to 63 cm.

An unique cable management system routes and hides the cables from the 
mount to the screen. The NM-D775DXBLACK desk mounts are ideal for the 
use in offi ces, on counters and in reception areas.

NM-D775DXBLACK

NM-D775DXSILVER

ALSO AVAILABLE:

NM-D775DXWHITE

Including:    Top-fi x 
clamp

Top-fi x 
grommet

180º stop

10-32″

Depth:: 0-63 cm

+10° | -10° Quick-release VESA

8717371446857

360°

Top-fi x 
clamp/grommet

75x75 - 100x100 mm

Gas spring

1-8 kg (2x) 360°

180° stop mechanismHeight: 27-60 cm Cable management


